Leggero
A touch of silver

Item-#: SP-SPU-000-000

Detailed information can be found at www.lefima.de

A World First from our Timpani plant: Ultra-light
Timpani half in weight and a touch of silver
The appearance of the "Leggero" model is a reminiscence of the legendary silver timpani of Dresden
and London. The bowls are however made from a
special light alloy with an exceptional sound which
resembles the sound of copper in an astounding
manner. Highly polished this alloy is like the precious silver. It also makes the instruments light as a
feather. Compared with conventional screw-tuned
timpani the "Leggero" weighs just half!

Design features
Handhammered bowl made from a special aluminium alloy, steel-angle counterhoop and hand forged rosette fittings in forgen-iron
look, easy going t-handle screws, hand-turned height adjustable foldable wooden cross stand with levelling screw for compensating floor bumps

Item-#

Shell/Bowl (Inch)

Shell/Bowl (cm)

Tonerange

Heads

Tension Screws

Weight (lbs / kg)

PA-ALU-0020-000

20"

50,0

e-d

siehe "Ausstattung" //
see "equipment"

6

6.1

PA-ALU-0021-000

21"

54,0

d-c

siehe "Ausstattung" //
see "equipment"

6

6.8

PA-ALU-0023-000

23"

57,0

H-a

siehe "Ausstattung" //
see "equipment"

6

7.1

PA-ALU-0025-000

25"

63,0

G-f

siehe "Ausstattung" //
see "equipment"

6

7.4

PA-ALU-0026-000

26"

66,0

Fis - f

siehe "Ausstattung" //
see "equipment"

6

7.9

PA-ALU-0024-000

24"

61,0

A-g

siehe "Ausstattung" //
see "equipment"

6

7.3
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Product Features
Counterhoops from Angled
Steel
The counterhoops are made
from a special angle-steel profile which provides maximum
sturdiness. This guarantees
an equal head tens...

T-handle Screws
The tuning screws feature stylish and ergonomically designed tabs.

Tension Screws with Special
Thread
The tension screws feature shapely and ergonomical tabs. By a
specially cut fine thread they
can be turned very easily even
at hig...

Light Bowls (High-gloss
Finish)
The bowls are hand forged by
old patterns. A special light alloy
makes them very sturdy and a
sound that is very similar to that
o...

Forged rosette fittings
The hand-forged rosette fittings are an optical link between the mechanical elements
and the bowl. They have a
resistant forged-ir...

Filigree baroque emblem
In etchingAs a flimsy filigree
baroque emblem, the company
logo „LF“ is etched onto the
bowl in a standard method in
the art...

Kalfo Goatskin Head
The sound of natural skins is
unmatched!In contrary to
calfskin heads goatskins
sound softer, shorter, less...

Kalfo Calfskin Head
The sound of natural skins is
unmatched!Tucking a natural
skin requires experiance and
skill. We supply wrinckle-free ...

Renaissance
Renaissance Heads are similar to natural skin heads with
regards to sound and
appearance.They feature a
warm, dark, focused ...

Wooden cross stand
With this stand you can adjust
exactly your preferred playing
height. (low for playing while sitting or extra tall for playing whi...

Equipment
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Additional Equipment
Forged rosette fittings
On demand, these timpani
can also be delivered with high-gloss polished or silver-plated fittings.The hand-forged
rosette fi...

Counterhoops from Angled
Steel
On demand, these timpani can
also be delivered with chromed
or silver-plated
counterhoops.The counterhoops are made from a s...

Detchable Tab
On demand one of the tabs
can be designed detachable.

Accessories
Kalfo Goatskin Head
The sound of natural skins is
unmatched!In contrary to
calfskin heads goatskins
sound softer, shorter, less...

Kalfo Calfskin Head
The sound of natural skins is
unmatched!Tucking a natural
skin requires experiance and
skill. We supply wrinckle-free ...

Renaissance
Renaissance Heads are similar to natural skin heads with
regards to sound and
appearance.They feature a
warm, dark, focused ...

LogiBag
The upper part of the bag is a
very sturdy head protector,
which also covers the whole
mechanics. For transportation,
only the low...

Wooden cross stand
With this stand you can adjust
exactly your preferred playing
height. (low for playing while
sitting or extra tall for playing
whi...

Wooden cross stand
With this stand you can adjust
exactly your preferred playing
height. (low for playing while sitting or extra tall for playing whi...
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Snap-on head protector
To protect the head and the
counter hoop, a wart resistant
covering in wooden optics is
used. Because of the quick-lock-system it ...

LogiCase for Belted Timpani
Even transport cases can be
built innovatively: As already the
name implys, our LogiCases differ from conventional flightcases
by ...
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A World First from our Timpani plant: Ultra-light
Timpani half in weight and a touch of silver
The appearance of the "Leggero" model is a reminiscence of the legendary silver timpani of Dresden and
London.
The bowls are however made from a special light
alloy with an exceptional sound which resembles the
sound of copper in an astounding manner. Highly
polished this alloy is like the precious silver. It also
makes the instruments light as a feather. Compared
with conventional screw-tuned timpani the "Leggero"
weighs just half!
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Space for your notes
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